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A Probabilistic, Semi-Empirical Approach to
Modeling Diffusion Bond Strength

V.R.Dav6, D.A. Hartman

* Materials Science and Technology Division,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, 87545

Introduction

Manufacture of critical diffusion bonded components could benefit from predictive
models of diffusion bond joint strength. Existing models (e.g. Ref.s 1,2,3) focus on porosity
closure, which is a necessary but not sufficient condition for acceptable joint strength. The
present work identifies unmodeled dynamics intrinsic to manufacturing but not captured in
existing models. Controls regulating these dynamics are proposed, and the topography of real
engineering surfaces is described by distribution functions. Pore closure models then can
successfully link initial surface topography and final porosity distribution, which in turn
correlates to joint strength given experimental data linking porosity to joint strength.

Procedure

Unmodeled dynamics in current diffusion bond models include:

● mechanical constraints affecting plastic flow

. micro-scale constitutive behavior (asperities same scale as grains)

. material texture and grain orientation

. topography of real engineering surfaces : waviness, parallelism, and micro-
roughness

● contamination

A complete phenomenological description of all these effects does not presently exist, but in-
process engineering controls are suggested that ensure run-to-run consistency. Pore closure
models may then be used to first correlate topography to the final porosity distribution. Given
additional data relating joint impact strength and porosity, the link between process inputs and
bond strength is finally made.

Results and Discussion

The significance of this work is that it directly addresses the issue of paramount
importance in the manufacture of a critical diffusion-bonded component: joint strength. The
approach is semi-empirical however, since it relies on a well-characterized set of experiments
linking porosity to joint strength (Ref. 4 was used for this work), all other intervening factors
held constant. These intervening factors, or unmodeled dynamics, are the cause of
discrepancies between existing pore closure models and real manufacturing situations; the pore
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closure models are validated under laboratory conditions, and the intervening factors are
therefore consistent from run-to-run. The second major contribution of this work is the
identification of in-process controls that allow for greater control over unmodeled dynamics in
actual production situations, in which case pore closure models then have greater relevance and
predictive power.

The third principal contribution of this work is a generalization of existing pore closure
models to account for the topography of real engineering surfaces by considering’ distributions
of initial pore sizes that result when two engineering surfaces come into contact. The
sintering times for any given uniform initial pore size may be calculated from the pore closure
models, and given the initial distribution of pore sizes and a maximum available bond time, a
Monte Carlo method is used to generate the distribution of final porosity remaining in the bond.
If a well-characterized data set exists that relates porosity to joint impact strength, which is the
strength parameter most sensitive to porosity, then the distribution of bondline porosity can be
translated into a distribution of joint strengths for a given bonded article. Using this strength
distribution, a probabilistic life prediction approach is possible, along with an assessment of the
sensitivity of part life to changes or fluctuations in the manufacturing process.

Conclusion

A new probabilistic, semi-empirical model for diffusion bond joint strength is proposed,
and its application to realistic manufacturing situations is considered in detail. Work in
progress seeks to apply this approach to aerospace, automotive, and other diffusion bonding
applications. In addition to providing guidance in manufacturing process development, it is
expected that the present model will be of practical utility in determining ‘retirement-for-cause’
criteria for critical diffusion-bonded articles.
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